New posts on spatialeconomics.nl

Empty homes, longer commutes: Effects of more restrictive local planning.

Ethnic restaurants do increase the attractiveness of cities.

The billion pound drop: Did the Blitz enhance London’s economy?

News from the Department

Henri de Groot presents the 2018 edition of the Economic Outlook Metropolitan Region Amsterdam

On 20 June, Henri de Groot presented the Economic Outlook Metropolitan Region Amsterdam 2018 (Economische Verkenningen Metropoolregio Amsterdam) during the opening session of the WeMakeThe.City festival. The report states that the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region developed strongly after the financial crisis and will continue to do so in the coming years. The research was carried out by the Department of Spatial Economics of Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, represented by Henri de Groot and Maureen Lankhuizen, in cooperation with TNO, NEO Observatory and Ecorys. Read more.
Upcoming Events

PhD Defense
Jamie Mei Chen: 'Modeling Cruise Tourism Behaviour'
Friday 29 June, 9:45, Aula

Eureka Seminars
(held on Thursdays from 12:15-13:15, location flexible)
28 June: Carl Koopmans (VU): ‘Earthquakes and house prices: a meta-analysis’
Marc Thissen (PBL): ‘European regional disunion - Brexit fallout’
Location: WN-C121
12 July: Federica Coelli (University of Oslo)
Title and location: TBA
More information: G.C.vanderMeijden@vu.nl

Spatial Economics Seminars at the Tinbergen Institute
(held on Thursdays from 12:15-13:15. Location: Tinbergen Institute Amsterdam, room 1.01)

5 July: Roxana Fernandez (CREST-ENSAE, France)
Title: TBA
More information: S.Poelhekke@vu.nl

Conferences
NARSC: 65th Annual North American Meeting of the Regional Science Association International,

In the media (in Dutch)
▷ Druk op de weg (Erik Verhoef on congestion in radio programme BNR You can ask me anything, June 20, 2018)
▷ Schiphol mag niet verder groeien (Eric Pels' view on KLM's position in NH Nieuws video, June 20, 2018)
▷ Brandpunt+: Nederland fileiland (Erik Verhoef in tv documentary on innovative ways to solve congestion, June 12, 2018)
▷ Hoeveel energie kost een windmolen? (Jeroen van den Bergh, RTL-Z, May 7, 2018)
▷ We moeten naar zee, maar levert dat wel genoeg op? Jeroen van den Bergh, BNR Nieuwsradio,
Dit zijn twee scenario's voor KLM als Air France wegkwijnt: leegplukken of in een keer verkopen (Eric Pels on Businessinsider.nl, May 7, 2018)

Overname Alitalia is riskant voor Air France-KLM (Eric Pels on RTL-Z, April 11, 2018)

100 miljoen extra voor aanpak files (comments of Erik Verhoeof in NOS 8 o'clock news, 17 March, 2018).

Duitse tolheffing tot zeker 2020 uitgesteld. 'Dat had je kunnen zien aankomen' (interview with Erik Verhoeof on BNR Nieuwsradio, 9 March, 2018)

Publications (1 January – 12 June, 2018)

Journal articles


Ploeg, F. van der & Rezaei, A. (2018). The simple arithmetic of carbon pricing and stranded assets. In: Energy Efficiency (online first)


Working papers


